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Meet the Artist Behind Celine’s Cheeky New Graphics
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Hedi Slimane is not known for his sense of humor. His models never smile and you can’t see their eyes, because they’re

usually behind sunglasses. They shove their hands in their pockets when they walk, strutting in sync with the rock and roll

soundtrack. They’re not funny; they’re cool.

But for Slimane’s second menswear collection at Celine, presented on Sunday night in Paris, the designer’s hyper-specific

sense of style seemed to crossover into self-awareness and maybe even self-mockery. Straw tote bags and colorful (!) T-
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shirts were covered in cheeky phrases like “My own worst enemy,” and “I have nostalgia for things I have probably never

known.” They were borrowed from the artist David Kramer, whose work is often inspired by lifestyle advertisements from

the 1970s.

Kramer was shocked to get an email from Celine about a collaboration — he thought it was spam — but he and Slimane

actually have a lot in common. Since starting at Celine, Slimane has mined the house’s archives, especially those from the

’70s, to evoke a sense of nostalgia that somehow feels new. Now in his second season, he seems more comfortable. The

spring 2020 menswear show was his most playful and casual to date, with color, sequins, and even overalls. Maybe

Slimane does have a sense of humor after all. Below, a conversation with Kramer, who helped bring it out.

How did this collaboration come about? Were you familiar with the work of Hedi Slimane before? 

I must admit when I got the original email saying that Hedi was interested in collaborating, I thought it was kind of a joke

— perhaps even some kind of internet scam! Of course, I had heard of Celine and Hedi is such a legend.

Is this your first fashion collaboration? If yes, why now?

Well, no. I have never done a fashion collaboration before but I have made T-shirts, hats, and pins using my paintings as

the inspiration. Usually when I do a gallery show I like to have some kind of performative experience for the viewer. Either

they wear T-shirts or sit on furniture that is custom made for the show or drink wine or beers which I made the labels for

… But this experience is on a whole other level.

Your art is inspired by images from the past; Hedi Slimane is mining the history of

Celine. At what point in time do you meet? How does your vision of nostalgia

overlap?

I am always interested in nostalgia, but mostly I am looking back as if trying to find

what I missed out on. I definitely was excited that Hedi and I both seem to share a

respect for history, but neither of us seemed stuck in the past.

Why did you pick these works in particular? How do they translate to 2019? To a

fashion runway?

I showed Hedi a large collection of images of my work and we quickly narrowed the

field down to these. He never looked back. I am confident this body of work is perfect in

tone and style for right now. Hedi knows exactly what he is doing.

The way you combine images and text is well-suited for our meme-saturated age.

Why do you think customers crave ironic statements on clothing right now?

I like to think I was making handmade memes back in the analog days. Yes, my work seems to be perfect for Instagram,

but really by accident. I’ve always been interested in humor and satire and self-deprecating jokes. I think the jokes have

always had a universal quality which had always made my work so popular at art fairs. Why wouldn’t people crave them on

shirts and bags?

Do you think your works bring a sense of humor to the collection? Melancholy? What emotions?

I really can’t get over how brave Hedi is. I mean taking my self-deprecating one-liners and putting them on clothing seems

like the opposite of what I would think of for the fashion world. But here we are, and it looks great.

egretain/Getty Images
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If you had to review the collection with a single phrase, what would it be? Your impression of menswear right now?

Brilliant. That’s the one word that comes to mind.

What’s the worst phrase you’ve seen on a piece of clothing recently?

I saw a 13-year-old kid in Brooklyn wearing a Nike knockoff T-shirt that said, “Just do me.” I almost spit out my coffee on

the subway platform.

 What piece from the collection would you wear yourself ?

Any of them! I especially love the sneakers. I tend to be pretty utilitarian in my fashion choices up til now. I am definitely

going to start to step up my game!
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“I have nostalgia for things I have probably never known….There is no irony here.” Okay. Hedi Slimane didn’t speak these words—direct quoting not

being his style—but he let the artist David Kramer say them for him in a book of posters given out at the show. Slimane (born 1968) and Kramer (born

1963) are soul mates, doomed to be eternally pissed that they were born fractionally too late to experience the rock-and-roll hedonism of the early ’70s.

They didn’t get to swagger high-waist	flares and dandified Savile Row tailored suits; to go backstage around the Stones when they were heading hippie in

’67; to seriously don panamas and grow their hair long—when all that was damned new and cool.

The return to boyhood dreams has been a recurring theme in the menswear collections this season. The connection Slimane made with Kramer’s work

revealingly tied it all back into that same thing. He laid it all out for a new generation in the repertoire of high-hoicked, butt-clinching boot-cut pants and

jeans, tiny bomber jackets, and all the minutely observed retailored throwbacks to rock-aristocracy style he marched out on the Celine runway.

Slimane made no concessions in the way he showed it. There was no variance on his long-established method of plunging his audience into darkness, the

grand installation at the beginning—in this case, a boy in a silver glitter three-piece suit, transported on a rolling throne of a thing, surmounted by disco

lights.

Fashion theme, rinsed and systematized as accessible product—in this case, aviators, pointy woven-leather Chelsea boots, and skinny ties—is Slimane’s

claim on commercial dominance. It can seem emotionless, this method—his way or the highway. It will also inevitably catch criticism for his casting—there

were only three black models on what appeared to be an otherwise all-Caucasian runway. The music scene never looked like that in the ’70s, and it

certainly does not today. That lack of diversity might be a preventative to this Celine collection speaking as widely as it could across today’s generation.

The collection checked many boxes, registering that proto-hippy moment when white kids began to travel, picking up peasant baskets and hanging out in

North Africa—the splendid gold-embroidered burnoose cape at the	finale chimed in with a lot of other collections this season. Bringing up this era

undoubtedly has resonance for a young generation who’s definitely not been born into fun times; Slimane’s right about that. But somehow the habitual

narrowness of his focus missed the inclusive way that kids see the world today.
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Celine: la nuova collezione uomo

parla con le frasi dell'artista

David Kramer

La nuova collezione Celine uomo primavera estate 2020 ha sfilato ieri alla Paris

Men's Fashion Week, uno degli eventi più attesi in calendario che ha rivelato la

collaborazione tra l'artista David Kramer e la maison diretta da Hedi

Slimane.

T-shirt, giacche e accessori della nuova collezione uomo firmata Celine, sono tele

e pagine bianche che accolgono le frasi dell'artista statunitense. Parole

ironiche, come ci ha raccontato Kramer, che si incontrano con il lo stile sexy

e decadente di Slimane, dando vita a nuovi racconti che ci fanno conoscere lo

humor colto del designer francese.

David Kramer ci ha raccontato tutto sulla collaborazione.
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Come è nata la collaborazione con Celine?

Be', in realtà è stato divertente. Quando il team di Celine ha mandato un'e-mail a

una galleria con cui lavoro, spiegando che stavano cercando di contattarmi per

sapere se fossi interessato a collaborare a un progetto con la maison, i ragazzi

della galleria erano sicuri che si trattasse di una truffa! Ad ogni modo sono stato

piuttosto attivo negli ultimi 10/12 anni in cui ho partecipato alle fiere d'arte, e ho

immaginato di aver attirato la loro attenzione. Sono contento di aver risposto a

quella mail!

Qual è il tuo pezzo preferito della collezione?

Adoro i pezzi che usano i miei dipinti e li trasformo in ricami su borse e tutto il

resto. Ma adoro anche le sneakers. Un paio di scarpe da ginnastica di pelle

bianca con le parole "...I STILL DON'T KNOW IF THIS IS GETTING ME

ANYWHERE." Quelle sono fantastiche!

Qual è l'aspetto distintivo del tuo lavoro e come l'hai portato nella

collaborazione con Hedi Slimane?

Odio definirmi un artista basato sul testo, ma in realtà è molto di quello che

faccio. Faccio quadri e opere che nascono da qualche osservazione divertente o

da un commento auto ironico. Anche se le mie parole sono solitamente

personali, alla fine sembrano sempre tradursi in frasi universalità. Ammiro
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molto Hedi per aver visto il potere di quelle parole e averle integrate nel

guardaroba contemporaneo di Celine. Sono davvero emozionato di come Hedi

abbia abbracciato tutto questo. Ho portato il mio solito "bagaglio di trucchi" e

Hedi ha lavorato con quelli. Mescolare umorismo e auto riflessione nella moda è

davvero coraggioso secondo me!

Vogue Consiglia
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Painting  Ran Michael Ford (all photograph
 the author for Hperallergic)

During Armor Week, people like to gripe
aout art fair. There’ a certain art world
cred that come with the didain people
demontrate toward the realitie of the art
galler tem eing laid are. The
pring/reak fair i di�erent, not ecaue
of the wa the art i preented (though
that’ omewhat true), ut more ecaue of
the pirit of thi crapp a�air that appear
to prize quirk project that often fall

outide the purview of more commercial venture. Whether ou’re eeking a
rainow KKK roe (ee Je�re ongco), giant Cheeto-looking culpture
(paging And Harman), a contemporar take on Judith and Holoferne (um, Reecca
Morgan), or Ilamic-inpired tile work with penie (Hoein dalatkhah’ got
omething ou can look at) ou can �nd it here.

The experience ma e overwhelming ut the location of the fair in the old Condé
Nat o�ce (currentl adminitered  Chahama) overlooking Time quare i an
excellent wa to ee thi part of the cit through the o�ce window all around.

Wander the hall and ee motl independent curator-led project — ome gallerie
and nonpro�t neaked in — and enjo the energ that feel like a lend of an open
tudio event and a more conventional art fair.

PHOTO AY

If ou want to experience ome of the mot uplifting energ in
New York’ art communit, I’d ugget checking out thi eloved
art how.
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Work  David Kramer, curated  Michael
uckland

rce Zacker’ “300 Dollar Man” (2018), which
wa a pecial project curated  quit Galler
and Oklahoma Contemporar

culpture  Jack Henr and painting 
Chritophe Avella-agur, Jeanette Hae, and
rian Willmont in Human Now, curated  Kara
rook

Part of the ric Mitretta intallation, curated
 Anna Kutera

ound-aed work  Foo/kou cho Chamer,
curated  Gariel arcia-Colomo
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fields editor Sean Redmond first came across David Kramer’s work nearly 10 
years ago. He has since followed his career in earnest, watching as Kramer gained 
representation by European art galleries and his paintings and writings appeared 
in The New York Times. Kramer’s art appeals to the pessimism that has taken hold 
since the Great Recession, and he evokes nostalgia for the ever-fading concept of 
the American Dream with a wink and a nod. His work can seem sardonic, yet is 
surprisingly warm and honest in a distinctively American way. After trying and 
failing to interview Kramer for our first issue, we were excited to finally speak with 
him about his life and work.

David Kramer

interview
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I don’t remember how I became introduced to 
your work… It was in 2007 or 2008. I had 
printed out copies of your drawings and put them 
on my wall, just these pieces of paper. And then I 
left them—I lived in Japan for a few years, and 
I left them in America, and I was trying to think, 
because I remembered you and I wanted to see 
what you’d been up to, but I couldn’t remember 
your name. So I made my parents dig through 
my belongings to find those pieces of paper that 
I’d printed out and determine your signature on 
the paper, so I could look up your name. And 
they were like, “I can’t read it! There’s a K 
and some letters…” and I remembered it was 
Kramer, something Kramer! I spent a whole 
day trying to figure it out.

DK: I’ll tell you a really funny story. As a 

kid growing up—I was born in Manhattan, 
but I grew up mostly in New Rochelle, in 
Westchester [County, New York]. So when I 
was a kid, I lived in a house in the suburbs 
in the ’70s, and we would get all these 
magazines delivered to our house, like Life 
and Look and The New Yorker, Esquire. And 
as a kid, I just loved looking at the cartoons 
in The New Yorker, they were always this—
they still are these iconic-looking things. So 
anyway, I had heard, about two years ago, 
four years ago, I had heard that you could go 
up and see Bob Mankoff, the cartoon editor, 
and he would entertain looking at cartoonists’ 
work. So I gathered up some drawings that 
I thought he might like—I don’t really 
think of myself as a New Yorker cartoonist, 
but people have said to me enough, “Oh, 

interview: David Kramer
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your jokes are like New Yorker jokes”—so I 
gathered up some stuff and went up there to 
pay a visit, to the Condé Nast office in Times 
Square, and I went up on the elevator and I 
sat on this couch in this empty room, and 
he invited me in, and I talked to him. I met 
with him actually more than once, and he 
was telling me that he really liked my work, 
and it was really interesting to him, but in 
the end, the last time I met with him, he said 
to me, it was very rejecting, he said, “You 

know, we at The New Yorker”—and he used 
those words—“we have this iconic look to 
our works, and your work doesn’t really fit in 
the New Yorker model. And we’re not going 
to change that for you, you know, this is 
something we’ve built, and I like your work, 
but I’m the cartoon editor, and we’re never 
going to publish it.” So I went back out, and 
I was sitting on the couch, and by that point, 
I’d gotten to meet the cartoonists from the 
two or three times I’d been up there. So this 

interview: David Kramer
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guy says, “What’s in your portfolio? I want 
to see,” and so I opened up my portfolio, and 
I was showing him my work, and this other 
cartoonist says, “That guy is ripping off 
David Kramer!” And I said, “Wait a minute! 
I am David Kramer!” And he goes, “No way! I 
have some of your drawings on the wall in my 
workroom! I’ve seen them online, I’ve printed 
a couple of them and I just really love these 
things.” And I was like, “Are you kidding me?” 
and it was such a funny, amazing moment. 
So then I was leaving and I was taking the 
elevator down, and I got on the elevator with 
these—even these old-school cartoonists who 
still publish regularly come on Wednesday, to 
see Bob Mankoff at that time—and I got on 
the elevator with this guy who was a regular, 
published New Yorker cartoonist, and he said 
to me “So, what do you get for your drawings?” 
And I said, “What do you mean?” and he said, 
“What do you sell them for?” and I tell him 
“You know, I sell them for a couple thousand 
dollars each.” And he says, “Why the fuck 
are you coming here? We get like nothing to 
publish these!” [laughing] Anyway, I still was 
dejected, but I left feeling kind of redeemed 
after that. Sort of like a loser story with a 
nice silver lining to it.

That’s wild, that you’re so recognized. It seems 
that sort of thing happens fairly often.

DK: It still surprises me every time.

So you live in New York. Have you always 
lived in New York?

DK: Well I was born in Manhattan, and I 

moved with my family when I was just a young 
kid to New Rochelle. I grew up in the suburbs. 
My parents were both workers, both had jobs 
in New York, and when I was old enough to 
be in high school, I remember saying to them, 

“Why do you get to go to the city every day and 
I’m stuck here?” I went to college not in New 
York, I went to Washington, D.C.—I applied 
to NYU but did not get in, I got into George 
Washington University and I went there. And 
while I was there I enjoyed being there, it was 
great, but as soon as I realized, really, that I 
wanted to be an artist, that that was what I 
wanted to do with my life… I finished school 
and I immediately moved to New York and 
went to Pratt, in Brooklyn, and I’ve lived in 
New York ever since. And I graduated from 
GW in 1985, so I’ve lived in New York since ’85.

And you were just in D.C. last week?

DK: I was. I have a sister that lives there 
now, so I went to visit her with my son and 
my wife and spent a couple of days there. I 
hadn’t been there in four years or so. 

To visit your sister?

DK: Yeah, it was nice. My younger sister 
is a terrific person, but she makes me feel 
guilty, like I haven’t visited her in so long. 
I was supposed to visit her about a year ago, 
I had planned a whole visit, and then I got 
invited to do a show in Paris, and I blew off 
visiting her, and she’s been mad at me for a 
year. [laughing] I didn’t like the treatment 
I was getting, so I succumbed to her anger 
and went to go visit her.

interview: David Kramer
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You mentioned a show in Paris. You have 
some shows happening in Paris right now, at 
the Galerie Laurent Godin and the Centre 
Pompidou, yes?

DK: That’s right. In fact, tonight is the 
opening, the Grand Vernissage  for the show 
where I’m showing some videos. I didn’t 
have the money to travel to Paris to go to the 
party; it would have been really nice and I 
would have gone if I could have, but it’s really 
amazing. For whatever reason, my career 
over the past five, six years has been really 
dominated by shows in Europe. I’ve had a 
few shows in New York, and I did a show in 
Washington four years ago, I’ve done some 
shows in America and I’ve done some shows 
at some art fairs in New York, I’ve had a lot 
of great exposure in Miami, but for whatever 
reason the Europeans seem to really like my 
work a lot, which is really amazing to me, 
because, you know, in France, they don’t 
like to speak English. [laughing] They all do 
speak English, but they don’t like it. And 
my work has gone over really well in Paris, 
I have a gallery in Brussels that I work with, 
and I’m going to have a show in Munich in 
September, I did a show two years ago in 
Beirut… It’s really amazing to have these 
shows in these different countries, these 
different cultures. I guess, in some ways, 
from an outsider’s perspective, my work is 
very American, in a way that travels well.

Do you think that’s why Europeans have more 
interest in it?

DK: They’re just smarter. [laughing]

Touché.

DK: I do think that America is a really 
interesting experiment to a lot of other people, 
and I think that they do have a love and hate 
relationship with American culture, because 
they love film and books and art and culture 
from America, but they do kind of feel 
overwhelmed and sometimes like it’s stuffed 
down the throats of outsiders, because pop 
culture is in many ways an American export. 
But I do think… in many ways, honestly, I 
feel like what I’m always doing is writing 
about or painting and writing about things 
that are on a very personal perspective, but 
the universality, the way that I address these 
things, pokes holes in that American façade. 
And I think that gets appreciated outside of 
America, because I think that, you know, it’s 
not just laughing at America, but laughing at 
oneself for aspiring to what is so American. 
And I think that that is what is appreciated 
outside of America, this sort of pathos of 
aspiration that people love and hate about 
their own selves, because they’re like why is 
it that we all love and want these things that 
have been imported or exported from America? 
So I think that that is part of what it is, I 
think that is part of why my work has been 
received well abroad, for that reason. 

Yeah, it really seems to strike a chord. A lot 
of your work deals with themes of addiction 
and disappointment and anxiety about the 
future, and these are difficult, serious topics, of 
course, but the way you tackle them is almost 
lighthearted. In your paintings and drawings 
you have this ’70s-style advertisement aesthetic, 
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and that, combined with the way that you twist 
these clichés into not quite cynical expressions 
of hope—you can see behind it. You are sort 
of pulling aside the curtain, and there is this 
subtext of Is this something that is worth 
striving for? And I do think that this creates 
a sense of wistfulness for an American dream 
that maybe never really was.

DK: You said “cynical,” and to me, I’m 
more into the satire of it. The satire is that 
every day I wake up and think that I’m 
going to accomplish my goal—but my goals 
are so absurd! [laughing] The goals are like 
I’m going to run it off into the sunset and 
have drinks in a beautiful lounge with some 
gorgeous woman, but these goals are just 
ludicrous, so then I go to sleep disappointed.

Are those really your goals?

DK: I’m being a little facetious, but the satire, 
that is my goal. To live the advertisements 
that I saw in those magazines, growing up as 
a kid, on the coffee table in the house in the 
suburbs, it’s like this is what it’s supposed to be 
like. It’s supposed to be this urban lifestyle, 
just fantastic, and all the details are gorgeous, 
the settings are right, it’s all art directed—
but I could hardly live out those dreams. So 
I paint them, I draw them. I vicariously live 
them through my work. And the text, like 
I said, is deeply personal in a certain way; 
there are ultimate truths about where I’m 
at in reality when I’m making the piece of 
work that I’m making that are somehow 
distilled and written onto the surface of 
what I’m drawing. So yeah, I’m aspiring to 

things that, as you said yourself, and I would 
totally say that, they are things that I don’t 
know if they’ve ever existed. But because 
I’ve seen an image of it, it’s got to be true, 
and I’ve got to have it, I’ve got to experience 
it. And it may not be real—it might just 
be something that was set up in the studio, 
that was created. I’ve never watched that TV 
show Mad Men, I’ve never seen it, I don’t 
know why, it’s just sort of escaped me. But I 
bring it up because I really understand that 
whole era of advertising very well, and I find 
it really fascinating. That was during an era 
when there was no Photoshop. There were 
photographs taken of things, and every detail 
was set up in the take, and it was taken. And 
maybe you could go back and airbrush it, 
and change it a little bit, but really what you 
had was what was there, there was no ability 
to go back and collage things in like there 
is digitally now. It was real for an instant, 
and that’s the instant that I’m chasing after, 
which is completely fleeting.

It’s very clear that advertisements played an 
important role in the development of your 
aesthetic, but what about artists? Who have 
you looked to for inspiration? Who helped you 
to cultivate your style? Some of your work—
especially some of your more recent landscape 
pieces—bears a similarity to the work of Ed 
Ruscha. 

DK: I would say that Roy Lichtenstein is 
the person whose work I just adore, but at 
the same time, late Philip Guston’s work is 
work that I just adore as well. Lichtenstein’s 
slickness and topicalness is completely met in 
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this way from Guston with this clunkiness 
and gritty reality. So, in terms of modern art, 
those guys really influenced me a lot. But even 
though I’ve lived on the East Coast my whole 
life, I have to say that Ed Ruscha and that sort 
of Californian conceptualism from the ’70s 
is really influential to me. There’s something 
very smart about West Coast art; there’s this 
patience about it that you don’t see in East 
Coast art that I really admire.

It has a more relaxed atmosphere.

DK: Yeah, I mean I like Ed Ruscha, but I also 
like a guy from Vancouver, Rodney Graham. 
Rodney Graham produces videos, and they’re 
just really intense, long-winded jokes, and I 
find that really fantastic, that he can build a 
joke and make a film of it. You know, you 
have a joke and then you have to produce it, 
and really produce it, and I think that’s really 
interesting. I don’t see much of that kind of 
work in New York right now, and I think 
that’s why New York has always been kind 
of difficult for me in some ways, in terms of 
getting a really good reputation here, because 
it’s a different take on art—it’s not as slow, it’s 
much more immediate, in your face. Pop.

Ruscha once said that he likes “the idea of a word 
becoming a picture, almost leaving its body, then 
coming back and becoming a word again.” How 
do you approach text in your images? Do you 
typically come up with the phrases first, or the 
pictures, and then match the phrases to them?

DK: The reason why the images are so 
important to me, as an artist, is that the 

rendering of the image is really where the 
words come out of. It’s sort of like while I’m 
looking at something and trying to recreate 
it in some way, in my own terms, is when 
my mind begins to race and when I start to 
have an inner dialogue, which is where the 
language comes from. So no, I do not tend to 
know what I’m going to say on a piece of canvas 
or a piece of paper until I’m in the process of 
making it, which is why I haven’t really ever 
been able to make work that is just text alone on 
paper that is satisfying to me. I think that what 
Ed Ruscha does is brilliant. Maybe he would 
accept it if I said that he’s a great craftsman, 
but his words are super smart—I think he 
intellectualizes the entire process of what he’s 
going to do from the beginning to the end, and 
I would say that he’s a craftsman because he 
can render what it is that he’s already thought 
of. I don’t really think that I can render like 
him, nor do I think that I can come up with 
ideas in a vacuum. I really need to be in the 
throes of making something in order to come 
up with my ideas. That’s why the image is so 
vital to me. It’s not finding an image to satisfy 
text. That said, sometimes I’m on the train and 
I think of something and I’m just like that is so 
funny, I gotta go write that. That does happen. 
But generally speaking, the text in my work is 
the result of the work that I’ve done, and so 
it’s always sort of—I don’t want to say it’s the 
last stage of anything that I do, but it comes at 
a point in the process where it does, at times, 
become the reason for the entire project, all the 
way at the end. Like writing “happy birthday” 
on top of a cake. You’ve done all the work, 
and then you write “happy birthday,” and 
then it’s a birthday cake.
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What do you look for in images that you’re using? 
How do you go about choosing?

DK: I think for a very long time—this body of 
work I’ve made over the past five or six years—
came initially from looking at magazines, 
and looking at vintage Playboy magazines 
and vintage Life magazines, and really just 
trying to capture the buttery light of those 
photographs—the clay in the paper. And 
more recently I’ve become more interested in 
finding images... I’m really looking for this 
element of perfection: the perfect sunset, the 
perfect smile. It comes from, a lot of times, 
now, from iPhone shots of things that I’m 
seeing. That’s what the landscapes really are 
becoming, more and more, just images out 
of my own traveling; looking at things and 
trying to replicate those images. I’m really 
interested now in landscapes. I think that 
the figures in my pieces were really great, and 
there was a real fantasy to that, but I think 
that there’s a real fantasy to landscapes, too.

Can you elaborate on that?

DK: Well, I think that there’s a fantasy of 
trying to paint the perfect sunset, or the 
perfect beach scene, the perfect mountain. 
It’s really escapism. And as much as I love 
looking at Roy Lichtenstein, I also just grew 
up in a certain way looking at those paintings 
in the galleries in Washington, D.C., looking 
at the Monets and the Soutines and these real 
Expressionist, European paintings. And I’m 
really fascinated with that kind of painting, 
which is just elusive to me. I’m trying to paint 
something that’s just beautiful. But I’m still 

attaching text to it because it seems like a 
fitting way of completing these paintings—
not that I need a solution, but because it’s 
like an endless road until all of a sudden the 
meaning of the painting emerges through the 
process of making it, and then I write this 
thing on it that sort of makes sense to me.

Your earlier pieces used a more limited palette, 
and the text was often scratched out; there was 
more of a sloppiness to your work. And now you 
work on larger canvases, with more color and 
a cleaner look, and you’ve shifted from people 
and cars to landscapes. How else do you see your 
work as having evolved?

DK: I definitely think that I’ve learned how 
to paint recently.

Really?

DK: I think that, in a certain way, before, I 
was limiting myself. There was a long period 
of time where I was making drawings, and 
I was just making monochromatic drawings, 
using red ink, blue ink, red drawings with blue 
text, blue drawings with red text. I was really 
just learning how to draw at that point in 
some ways, and now I’ve started to use colors 
again, and—yeah, I’m learning how to paint 
right now. And it’s much more difficult—
sometimes I just look at my paintings and 
I think I’m just a really bad photorealist 
painter. [laughing] Because what I’m trying 
to do is capture something that comes from 
a photographic image, in a way—you know, 
I do paint from photographs. I paint from 
and look at things for inspiration. And I 
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don’t trust my own memory; I look at things 
and images that I’ve seen that resonate with 
me and I want to replicate that, but in the 
process it becomes distilled, it never looks like 
what it is that I photographed or looked at. I 
don’t think that I want to become any more 
realistic than I am, I just want to somehow 
become more comfortable with the materials, 
with the paints, and let them do the talking.

Interesting. I wouldn’t have assumed that you 
were going for a more realistic style.

DK: Because I’m really bad at it! [laughing]

Well, I’m kind of glad that you’re not better at 
it. The roughness is appealing.

***

You have an exhibit happening right now 
called Stand/Up, is that correct? And that’s a 
collection of your videos?

DK: No. It’s a pretty big group show, curated 
by a couple of people, about artists who 
have used humor to make their point in their 
work. And they just included a couple of my 
videos. There was a long period of time where 
I was making a lot of videos, and that’s sort 
of subsided—recently I’ve been getting back 
into it—but the videos I made for a very long 
time were very much narrative videos, and 
they were usually—some of them were very 
elaborate, they involved costumes and sets 
that I’d built, and some of them were more 
straightforward, with me just talking. But 
they always tried to take something that was 
happening to me in my life and tried to distill 

it for a moment into an art piece. For a long 
time the videos that I made were really about 
being kind of a loser in the art world all the 
time, being left out in the art world all the 
time. There was a lot of stuff there to make 
good films about that was really enjoyable, 
and it was really refreshing. But what 
happened was I started to have a lot more 
success with my work, and that narrative sort 
of lost its teeth to me, and I really stopped 
making films a few years ago because I felt 
that it was disingenuous to make films where 
the complaint was the premise of the film. So 
I kind of lost my thread there, of what was 
feeding the films, and so I stopped making 
films for a while. And now I’m getting myself 
back into making videos, but in a very 
different way right now.

Yeah, I saw some of the clips online, and I was 
very surprised, they were very funny. They have 
an unself-conscious charm, like the sort of viral 
videos that you always see going around. 

DK: Well, I will say one other thing, and 
that is, around five or six years ago, YouTube 
suddenly emerged. And I really felt that, 
at that point, it had taken a lot away from 
what it was… I felt that my films were really 
based in a lot of ways on art videos. In some 
ways they were all jokes about what art 
videos look like in galleries. Some of them 
that I was seeing were just terrible, boring, 
self-serving kind of films, and I was kind 
of riffing on that, making my own terrible, 
boring, self-serving films. That was always 
my joke! People would say “What are your 
films like?” and I’d say, “Oh, they’re terrible!” 
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I mean, that was really the point of them, in 
a way—they were sad and terrible and funny. 
But then when I saw YouTube I was like oh 
my god, I’ve really got to stop making films—
all these people are doing this so much better 
than me! [laughing]

I don’t know if they’re better than you, but you 
did seem to be ahead of the curve on that one.

DK: To me, what it really was, it wasn’t 
that it was better, it was just that I needed 
to build a joke or a story or a punch line 
through a long-winded construction, and 
there were people who could just blow up 
a microwave oven in their backyard, and 
they’d get a million hits! I just couldn’t 
compete with the immediacy of YouTube 
videos. And now I actually think, as 
I understand it, it seems like there’s a 
saturation with that stuff, and now there’s a 
time again for the films that I was making. 
The audience has become more patient now, 
because they know what the joke looks like, 
they’ve seen that joke a million times; it’s 
not funny anymore to see a microwave blow 
up in the backyard. So I think my films 
were ahead of the curve, and now the curve 
is catching up, perhaps. It’s great to be 
showing these films at the Pompidou, I feel 
very excited about that. I wish I could have 
gone tonight to the opening—that would 
have been fun. Next time.

I will say, there’s a warmth to your videos 
that’s always been latent in your drawings and 
paintings, but it really comes to the surface, your 
sense of doubt and self-deprecation—it feels a 

lot more personal in this setting. What drives 
you to share your thoughts and insecurities in 
this fashion?

DK: Well, a long time ago, at Pratt, the motto 
of the school was “Be true to your art and 
your art will be true to you.” I never really 
enjoyed being in art school, and I worked 
very hard to forget everything they taught me 
there, but there is this idea that—and it’s true 
in comedy also—the best jokes have truth to 
them. The only way you can really render a 
joke that’s really funny is if it’s totally true. 
I was looking at some Facebook stuff, and 
someone had posted this Louis C.K. stand-
up routine about him being broke, and I was 
just laughing out loud, it was just so funny, 
because it was made in 2004, and he could 
talk about being broke because at the time 
I’m sure he was totally broke! And in a certain 
regard—I’m not trying to say that I’m like a 
comedian—but in a certain regard I am like 
a clown. I don’t know if you saw this video I 
did, which was this “Million Dollar Moment” 
video which I made. It was all based on The 
Fountainhead, and the story was—the true 
story was that I got a phone call from this 
curator, and he said to me, “Listen, I’ve heard 
about your work, and I want to put you in this 
show we’re doing. It’s going to be a really great 
show. There are a lot of people talking about 
your work, and we’re real excited, me and this 
other guy, Robert Storr, we’re huge art critics 
putting this show together, and we want you to 
be in it. We’re going to give you a big wall to do 
your work in.” And I was like wow, this is totally 
exciting, it was going to be at an excellent gallery 
in Manhattan, the Feigen Contemporary, 
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which is no longer open, but it was a great 
gallery. And I hung up the phone, and five 
minutes later I got a call from this woman 
from a gallery in Brooklyn that I sometimes 
would work with, and she said, “Did you get a 
call from this guy named Charlie Finch?” and I 
said yes, I did, and she said, “Forget everything 
that he told you, because he wanted this guy 
named David Brody’s phone number, and I 
gave him yours by accident.” So I was like—
What? I hung up the phone with her, and this 
guy Charlie had called me on my cell phone, 
and so two or three hours later I called him 
up, I was like, “Charlie Finch—Charlie, this is 
David Kramer,” and it was dead silent on the 
other end of the phone. And I said, “Listen, I 
know what happened, and I know that you 
didn’t really mean to call me, but this guy 
David Brody who you were looking for, he’s 
a friend of mine, and his studio is literally just 
down the block from where my studio is”—he 
was literally on the same block in Brooklyn. 
And I said, “You don’t owe me anything, but I 
think it would be really nice, really generous of 
you, if you were to come, when you go visit his 
studio, if you would come by my studio and 
take a look at what I’m doing.” And he said, 

“I’m going to come, and I’m going to come with 
an open mind.” And he came, and he included 
me in the show. And then the show opened, 
and they sold everything that I had on the 
wall, and then they offered me a show at the 

gallery. So I went to a meeting with the guy 
who ran the gallery, and he goes, “We really 
want to do a show with you,” and I said, “That 
is really amazing. I have a really funny story to 
tell you.” And I told him the story of how I got 
in the show, and he said, “Never tell anyone 
that story ever again.” So I made a film about 
it. [laughing] Don’t tell me what I shouldn’t do, 
because I’m gonna do it! 
  So I made a film about it, and I couched 
the whole film in The Fountainhead, because to 
me that book was really what it was supposed 
to be like, there was some major critic who was 
going to find you. Well, I’m not talking about 
how Howie Roark was completely beaten 
down by those major critics, but he was beaten 
down because he wouldn’t say yes to those 
critics! But you know, it’s about a singular 
vision, and winning out, and your art being 
really important, and that was all the stuff 
that I based my existence on. And here it was, 
I got into a show completely by accident! That 
changed my life for a while. And I thought the 
idea of making a film about your life being 
changed by accident seemed really interesting 
to me, because that really is the crux of 
everything for me. What you expect and what 
you get are rarely the same.  
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Up in Smoke

By DAVID KRAMER

Anxiety: We worry. A gallery of contributors count the ways.
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“What I Love Most” (oil on canvas) 2011, by David Kramer

I am an artist. Believe it or not, it is a pretty anxiety-provoking career.

After 20 years of juggling my art-making with my money-making I’ve finally started to
make money from my art. Still, it is a dicey way to make a living.

Recently I got a call from my French art dealer. He asked me to go to France to do
some work. As soon as I got off the phone with my dealer I sent a text to my wife: “I
am going to Paris.”

My wife is great. She is a cracker-jack lawyer in a public defender’s office in Brooklyn.
We have been together for 19 years and she has always been right there with me
through lots of ups and downs. I found it very interesting that I didn’t get a response
to the text for almost four hours, though I admit it wasn’t a surprise.

These trips to France are always a tricky business. Over
the past three years my career seems to be really
happening over there — a lot of shows and visits. Still I
am never comfortable there. I can’t speak French.

I’ve lived in Manhattan for almost all of my life. When
you go to Paris, you realize right away that you are not in
Kansas anymore. The French have a lot of rules. I don’t
know half of them. I confided in my French dealer and
explained that I was desperately trying to learn the language and the norms, but he
told me, “Don’t bother. You will just ruin everything.”

When I have a show in Europe my anxiety level goes through the roof. I spend weeks
preparing work in my studio in Brooklyn, then get involved in all of the logistics of
getting them overseas, crating up elaborate projects into boxes and hoping everything
makes over there in one piece. I am usually invited to go along and will often spend a
week or two in a city where I don’t speak the language, working non-stop, all the while
drinking and smoking at fever pitch to keep the energy level going.
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When I return home I usually find myself looking to clean up a bit. It is during these
times that I get to the gym and stop smoking and seem to keep my anxiety at a steady,
low-level purr.

~~~

I have always used substances to cope with my anxiety. At different moments in my
life, I have become completely lost in food, drugs, alcohol or cigarettes. Sometimes it
seemed that survival would have been impossible without them. But after five years in
therapy I can now admit that I probably would have been fine without the substances.
What really makes my anxiety go away is time and distance. But here’s the thing: part
of me doesn’t want it to go away. I actually thrive on and revel in the heart pounding
and discomfort, and I enjoy it even more when I am dumping booze or cigarettes on
the fire that is burning in my heart and brain.

Of all the vices I have overindulged in, smoking is the only one I will admit has an
addictive spell over me. Only cigarettes — or the lack of them — have changed my
personality and taken my body and mind out of my own control. When I was younger
and tried to quit, I had horrible physical responses to the nicotine deprivation. Tunnel
vision, anxiety attacks, general numbness would take over my body. My wife would
often tell me to go out and start smoking again, as she couldn’t bear to watch me fall
to pieces.

Since then, quitting has been a constant project with me. I quit all the time. But often,
when I am overwhelmed with work, I find it almost impossible to not light up. I know,
I know… It’s an excuse. But when I am filled with anxiety I simply find it so much
easier to feed the beast. Trying not to smoke takes way too much effort.

~~~

I made it to France and back. But socializing — with dealers, gallery owners, collectors
and other artists — is a big part of the job. I am often surrounded by drinks and drugs
and cigarettes, and often indulge to move things along. Not the healthiest of lifestyles,
I admit, but as far as my mental health goes, it is during these business trips that I am
at my best.

When I returned I went to see my doctor for an annual visit. He was surprised and
upset to find that I’d gone back to smoking. I told him that my problem is that I love
to smoke and I know it is terrible for me, but whenever I find myself in the throes of a
project quitting or staying quit seems to go right out the window.

As things have gone better and better for me in my career, the anxiety levels ratchet
up faster and more often. It comes in waves: I become very introverted and detached.
I have trouble dealing with people around me. I become controlling and passive at the
same moment, stressing about minor details while often losing sight of the situation at
hand. My heart races and everything seems to move super fast. I also become funny. I
jab out of my shell using humor and jokes and non-sequiturs. Like a pressure valve
letting off steam. When I am drinking or smoking, the edge seems to come off. I can
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be more present. The jokes roll out easier and help establish a tone. I can be much less
worried about controlling things and enjoy the moment with some fluidity.

But of course my doctor was concerned about my smoking and wanted to help. He
told me about an antidepressant (Bupropion) that had an interesting side effect: it
seemed to make cigarettes totally unpalatable. I had never taken antidepressants
before. Even with all of the anxiety and stress I have in my life, depression has never
been an issue. Whenever I do get into a downward cycle, I tend to work myself out of
it very quickly. I like to joke that the reason I don’t get mired in depression is because
I have such a short attention span.

The doctor told me that the pills would make me not
want to smoke, but there were side effects. On the one
hand I might find myself feeling a certain spark in my
life, an increase in energy and vitality. The antidepressant
would be basically doing its stuff, same as it would for a depressed person. But there
were possible side effects, like the remote chance that the drug would make me a bit
suicidal. Well, since I tend to be an overwhelmingly undepressed person, I decided to
take the drugs. Hopefully I’d quit smoking, and get that lift.

I was really excited about this fix-all. I was finally going to kick my smoking habit once
and for all.

So I started to take the anti-depressant. My doctor told me it would take some time to
ramp up in my body and that I should begin to take the pills, slowly getting up to three
or so a day, while establishing a quit date for about seven days away.

I was feeling pretty great and for the first few days. I was in heaven, really. Taking
what seemed to me were essentially uppers and smoking away all the while thinking I
was doing something really good for my body and overall physical health. My quit day
was still a couple of days away.

About the fourth or fifth day it all began to change. I lit up a cigarette and it had to be
the most revolting feeling and taste that I had ever felt in my life. My whole body
cringed. I felt like I had sewer water running through my veins. I tried again later with
another cigarette and it was the same all over again. I was suddenly turned off to
cigarettes, completely.

I was happy about this, disgusted by cigarettes and moving on, although I have to
admit that I did feel a little ripped off having given up the smokes a day and a half
prior to my “quit date.” I didn’t get the chance to say goodbye.

Not long after, though, something else changed. Biking home from work across the
Williamsburg Bridge or riding the subway I’d start to have these horrible thoughts
about what would happen if I threw myself in front of a train or down into the river. In
the studio I was using power tools and thinking about cutting my hand off. It was
really freaking me out. My mind was spinning out these very full, detailed and dark
narratives, which I was simultaneously watching happen from another, walled off
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perch in my brain.

One day I was coming home from work and my wife was out on Long Island and I sent
her a text message saying that I wanted to kill myself. This time she responded right
away. I had experienced plenty of stress and anxiety in my life, but I had never been
down in such a deep and dark place. She called the next minute and directed me to see
my doctor, who I found in his office that afternoon. He told me to stop taking the
drugs immediately. It would take a week or so to get the residue out of my system. The
experiment was over.

For the next five days or so I continued to feel much the same. A dark cloud hung over
my head. The drug had not only made me feel horribly suicidal, but also had
completely taken away my sense of humor. I was walking around in a deep funk and
feeling very little relief. On the morning of the sixth day, though, I woke up feeling
fantastic. I was back. My joy and spark had returned. Everything seemed to be getting
back to normal. I went to my studio and started to work my way out of the terrible
stuff that I had been making over the past couple of weeks of the experiment. I found
an old pack of cigarettes lying around and I decided to have one to see if it would be as
disgusting as the last. It was not.

The cigarette tasted just as good as all the others I’d had before taking the drugs. I
laughed out loud to myself and thought, “No wonder I wanted to kill myself. I wasn’t
smoking!”

I had my sense of humor back. All was right again with the world. I could live with my
anxiety, as long as I had my vices to help me through.

David Kramer is a New York-based artist. His solo show, “American Exports,” is
currently at ESSI Cite Gallery in Angoulême, France. His work also appears in the
group show “Cloud Nine” at The Front Room gallery in Brooklyn, through May 13.
He is a 2011-12 Special Editions Fellow at the Lower Eastside Printshop in New York
City.
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Fairytail Ending. 2009. Encre et crayon sur papier. 44,5 × 35 cm
Mr. Nice Guy. 2010. Encre et crayon sur papier. 28 × 23,5 cm

06"Q6"Y*+R5*!"C+(?"&("5(=*5=35("=U$UBI%(3K&5"+45A"$D+&=5&*!"0f"+4*3$"./006"i%&=5?"$5?"
citations ou propos rapportés non référencés sont issus de cet entretien.

.6"Q6"Y*+R5*"A3=U"B+*"<+*+I"'&*-5==!"A%RR&(3K&U"C5"B*5??5"C5"$D5FB%?3=3%("Untitled 
(Because I Am Not Richard Prince…)!")+$5*35";+&*5(="x%C3(!"./0/6
3. Fairytail Ending (2009).
4. I Want To Drive A Car That Says More About Me As A Person (2005) par exemple.
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'-&* ;$&$%%&* 7#9>$-&* I* +9($(&* _*0'"$%* &73%2$&* #'42'(!">'$* 72$-)*
systématiquement – pour l’immédiateté qu’elle permet, comme 
P*'-&*&73(&$-1&*!&*%"$-)1#-1*Q*%#$))#-1*!+4I*)&)*(&3&-1$()*#33#-
(&-1)D*P*<"+9($;#$)*9277&*)$*4"#;#$)*'-&*7$1(#$%%&11&8*#'))$*;$1&*0'&*
4&* %&*32';#$)*Q8*!$1T$%8* 6#$)#-1*(+6+(&-9&*I* <#9Y*a&(2'#9*&1*I*)&)*
(2'%&#'@*!&*3#3$&(*-2$(9$)*3(&)0'&*I* %"$-,-$D*A&11&*(#3$!$1+*!&*
%"+9($1'(&8*0'&* %"2-*!+9U%&*#'))$*!#-)* %&*:&)1&*;$6*&1*(&%Ä9>+*!'*
!&))$-#1&'(8* 1+72$:-&* !"'-&* 3(262-!&* '(:&-9&* !&* 9(+&(D* É-*
3&1$1*3#(#:(#3>&*)"$-)9($1*#%2()*&-*>#'1*!"'-&*3#:&8*#%$:-+*)'(*%#*
:#'9>&8*(&%#1#-1*'-*)2';&-$(*2'*'-&*,91$2-D*A"&)1*#'*92-1(#$(&*
pour  ralentir  son  écriture  que  Kramer  a  commencé  à  utiliser 
'-*3$-9&#'8*+9($;#-1*I*%#*7#$-8*3#()&7#-1*)&)*6&'$%%&)*!&*(#1'(&)D*
R%* -21&* #%2()* '-&* 3>(#)&* 2'* '-* )$73%&* 9277&-1#$(&*}* 9&(1#$-)*
0'&* %"2-* (&1(2';&* !"'-&* 6&'$%%&* I* %"#'1(&8* (&1(#;#$%%+)* !#-)* !&)*
92-1&@1&)*!$66+(&-1)D*J&@1&*&1*!&))$-*)2-1*&-*:+-+(#%*%$+)8*7#$)*
'-* !+9#%#:&* #33#(#X1* 3#(62$)* &-1(&* %&)* 721)* &1* %"$7#:&D* W"#(1*
!&* [#;$!* a(#7&(* (+)$!&* !#-)* %&* -2-T!$1D* [&* )9U-&)* !&* %#* ;$&*
0'21$!$&--&8*$%*1$(&*!&)*92-)$!+(#1$2-)*&@$)1&-1$&%%&)*)'(*%"#(:&-1*
0'$*-&* 6#$1*3#)* %&*52->&'(8* %&*1&73)*0'$*3#))&8* %&*)'99U)*2'* %#*
(&-277+&D*H-*9&*)&-)8*%&)*-2';&%%&)*!&*O#K72-!*A#(;&(*)2-1*
32'(*%'$*'-*72!U%&D*H-*3&$-1'(&8*$%*)"$-)3$(&*#'))$*!&)*3&()2--#:&)*
3&(!')* !#-)* %&'()* 3&-)+&)* 0'"H!`#(!* ?233&(* 3&$-1* !#-)* !&)*
%$&'@* #-2-K7&)8* 2'* &-92(&* !&)* 1#5%&#'@* !&* O2K* W$9>1&-)1&$-*
0'$* +;20'&-1* !&)* +721$2-)* 3(262-!&)* I* 1(#;&()* !&* 6(2$!&)*
$7#:&)*!&*5#-!&)*!&))$-+&)D*W&*1&@1&*7'%1$92%2(&*+9($1*I*%#*7#$-*
3&'1* !&;&-$(* %"'-$0'&* $7#:&8* !#-)* '-&* 7$)&* &-* 3#:&* )2';&-1*
)K7+1($0'&D*W&)*(#1'(&)*9(+&-1*'-*(K1>7&*3#(1$9'%$&(8*9277&*%&)*
vibrations d’une partition musicale. 
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de ma vie 5*QD*[&*7#-$U(&*3%')*)3$($1'&%%&8*!&)*&-)&$:-&)*!&*721&%)*
6#(6&%'&)*$-!$0'&-1*L*P*<&*)'$)*%I 6*Q8*1#-!$)*0'"'-*[2-#%!*['9Y*
>'7#-$)+*)"&@9%#7&*L*P*<&*9>&(9>&*'-*)2';&-$(*2'*'-&*&@3+($&-9&*
0'$* 7"#33#(1$&--&* 9273%U1&7&-1 7*QD* i$:'(&* !&* %"b7+($0'&* &1*
!&* %"#;&-1'(&8* %&* 92`T52K* #33#(#X1* )2';&-1D* J&%* '-* 9(+#1&'(*
)2%$1#$(&8* %"'-* !"&-1(&* &'@8* I* 9>&;#%* #'* 7$%$&'* !"'-* 1(2'3&#'8*
3&-)&*L* P*<&* 7&* 92-)$!U(&* 9277&* '-* -2-T92-62(7$)1&* &1* '-*
$-!+3&-!#-1M*7Z7&*)"$%*-"&)1*3#)*6#'@*!&*!$(&*0'&*4&*-"#$*4#7#$)*
+1+* #))&C* $-1&%%$:&-1* 32'(* %$(&* %&* 72!&* !"&73%2$ 8*QD* W"+(21$)7&*
&)1*#'))$*1(U)*3(+)&-1*#;&9*!&)*721$6)*!&*6&77&)*-'&)8*!&*)9U-&)*
!"#72'(* &-1(&* !&'@* 3&()2--#:&)* 2'* !"2(:$&)* 321&-1$&%%&)8* 0'$*
)2-1* 6(+0'&77&-1* #99273#:-+)* !&* 1&@1&)* 3#(62$)* 920'$-)* 2'*
!2-1*%&*92-1&-'*&)1*3%')*&@$)1&-1$&%*0'&*:($;2$)D
W&*72-!&*!&*%"#(1*&)1*+:#%&7&-1*'-*)'4&1*$-+3'$)#5%&*!&*!+($)$2-D*
R%*)"$-1+(&))&*#'@*#(1$)1&)*!+%#$))+)*3#(*%#*)29$+1+*&1*I*9&'@*0'$*
;2'!(#$&-1*Z1(&*!&)*)1#()*!'*(29Y"-"(2%%8*(&:(&11#-1*0'&*3&()2--&*
-&*%&)*(&92--#$))&*!#-)*%#*('&D*R%*($1*#'))$*!&)*#(1$)1&)*9+%U5(&)8*
!"H!*O')9>#*I*O$9>#(!*/&((#8*)#-)*12'42'()*%&)*-277&(D*P*<"#$*%&*
3%')*:(#-!*(&)3&91*32'(* <&66*a22-)M*&1*12'1&)* %&)*3&()2--&)*
1(U)*1#%&-1'&')&)*0'$*1(#;#$%%&-1*32'(*%'$ 9*Q8*&)1*+9($1*&-*:(#-!*
)'(* %"$7#:&*!"'-* 4&'-&*>277&*#'@*5(#)*9>#(:+)*!&*5#%%2-)*!&*
5#'!('9>&D* É-&* #'1(&* 6&'$%%&* &)1* )$73%&7&-1* 92732)+&* !"'-*
1&@1&8* )'(* 62-!*!&*3#3$&(* 4#'-&*L*P*É-* 42'(*72-*:#%&($)1&*7"#*
!$1*L*v<&*-&*9273(&-!)*3#)8*12-*1(#;#$%*&)1*62(7$!#5%&D*A"&)1*#'))$*
52-*0'&*O$9>#(!*B($-9&D*A277&-1*)&*6#$1T$%*0'&*1'*-"#(($;&)*3#)*
I*#11&$-!(&*)&)*3($@*.w*H1*4"#$*(+32-!'*L*vB#(9&*0'&*1'*-"&)*3#)*
W#((K*p#:2)$#- 10 w*Q*~*

W#*62(7&*!&)*721)

O#(&)* )2-1* %&)* $7#:&)* !&* [#;$!* a(#7&(* )'(* %&)0'&%%&)* -&* ,-
:'(&-1* 3#)* 0'&%0'&)* 721)*L* %"+9($1'(&* &)1* 3#(1$&* $-1+:(#-1&* !&*
)#*(&9>&(9>&*3%#)1$0'&D*b'T!&%I*!'*92-1&-'8*%#*62(7&*!&)*721)*
est  porteuse  de  sens.  À  ses  débuts,  il  utilisait  exclusivement 

I Want To Drive A Car That Says More About Me As A Person. 2006. Encre et crayon sur papier. 36 × 42 cm

5. Perfect Couple (2011).
6. Road Sign (2006). 
7. Seen on TV ( 2009).
8. Plane Misconception (2011).
9. Lousy Balloons (2011).
10. Untitled (Because I Am Not Richard Prince…) (2010).

Plane Misconception. 2011. Encre sur papier. 64,77 × 49,53 cm



E$&-* 0'&* [#;$!* a(#7&(* '1$%$)&* )#* 3(23(&* ;$&8* )&)* -+;(2)&)8* )#*
32)$1$2-*!"#(1$)1&*9277&*7#1$U(&*!&*)2-*N';(&8*2-*-&*)#$1*4#7#$)*
;(#$7&-1*)$*)2-*(+9$1*&)1*(+&%%&7&-1*#'125$2:(#3>$0'&D*A&*-"&)1*
d’ailleurs pas toujours  l’artiste qui prend  la parole, mais plutôt 
%&)*3&()2--#:&)D*W&)*721)*-&*)2-1*3#)*$-)9($1)*!#-)*!&)*5'%%&)*!&*
5#-!&*!&))$-+&*_*9&1*'-$;&()*%'$*&)1*#))&C*+1(#-:&(*_8*7#$)*S211&-1*
)'(*%#*3#:&8*9277&*)"$%)*!$#%2:'#$&-1*#;&9*%&*!&))$-8*I*%#*7#-$U(&*
!'* P*92'(#-1* !&* 92-)9$&-9&*Q* 9>&C* q$(:$-$#* Ü22%6M* 7Ä1$-+*
!">'72'(*4'$6*-&`TK2(Y#$)8*&-1(&*($(&8*1(#:+!$&*&1*7+%#-92%$&D

B&(62(7&(*%"+9($1'(&

b-$7+*3#(*%"'(:&-9&*0'$*%&*92-!'$1*I*+9($(&*&1*I*!&))$-&(8*[#;$!*
a(#7&(*#*1(U)*-#1'(&%%&7&-1*9277&-9+*I*'1$%$)&(*%&*9$-+7#*&1*%#*
;$!+2D*/&%2-*%'$8*%&)*721)*&1*%&)*1(#$1)*-&*%'$*3&(7&11#$&-1*3#)*%#*
même acuité que la caméra, dans la description des sentiments.  
R%* #* !"#52(!* (+#%$)+* !&)* 3&(62(7#-9&)* #'* 92'()* !&)0'&%%&)* $%*
%$)#$1*)&)*1&@1&)*I*>#'1&*;2$@8*7#$)*!2-1* $%*(&)1#$1* $-)#1$)6#$1D*/&)*
-2';&%%&)*$7#:&)*&-*72';&7&-1*62(7&-1*'-&*écriture performée, 
aussi spontanée que celle que l’on trouve dans ses dessins.
Age Old Story*d\]]uh*&)1*#$-)$*!&;&-'*'-*,%7*3#(9&*0'&*%&*!&))$-*
-"&@3($7#$1* 3#)* #))&C* %#* 9('!$1+* !"'-&* !+9&31$2-* #7$9#%&* &-1(&*
#(1$)1&)D*J2'(-+*&-*)'3&(T>'$1*-2$(*&1*5%#-98*9&*3&1$1*,%7*!2-1*
%&* )9+-#($2* (&32)&* )'(* '-* )2';&-$(* )"$-)3$(&* !&* E')1&(* a&#12-*
2'*!&*A>#(%$&*A>#3%$-D*É-*3#))#:&*(&3(&-!*7Z7&* %#* )9U-&*2z*
A>#(%21* 6#$1*!#-)&(*!&)*3&1$1)*3#$-)*!#-)  La  Ruée  vers  l’or. Des 
9#(12-)*)&*)'99U!&-1*&-1(&*%&)*)9U-&)*9277&*%&)*1&@1&)*42'@1&-1*
%&)*$7#:&)*&1*%&)*#99273#:-&-1*!#-)*%&)*!&))$-)D*["'-&*!(�%&($&*
9('&%%&8* %&* ,%7* (&%#1&* %">$)12$(&* !"'-* 3&$-1(&* 7#'!$18* !"'-* #'1(&*

#(1$)1&*_*#7$*!&*4&'-&))&*!'*3(+9+!&-1*_*I*0'$*%#*9>#-9&*#332(1&*
%#*:%2$(&8*!"'-*9($1$0'&*&-*;'&*&1*!"'-&*7+9U-&*!&)*#(1)D*/2')*%&*
927$0'&*!&)*)$1'#1$2-)8*%&)*)&-1$7&-1)*!&*1(#>$)2-*&1*!&*5%&))'(&*
sont brûlants. 
De même,  la  vidéo Asshole* d\]]\h* &@3($7&8* #;&9* '-&* :(#-!&*
précision, le sentiment d’abattement mêlé de culpabilité qu’il y 
#*I*+3(2';&(*'-*!+)&)32$(*3&()2--&%*6#9&*I*'-&*1(#:+!$&*-#1$2-
-#%&D*É-*#(1$)1&*d%'$T7Z7&h*#--2-9&*%#*!&)1('91$2-*#99$!&-1&%%&*
!&*)2-*N';(&*!#-)*'-&* %&11(&*#!(&))+&*I*'-*7')+&*2z* $%*!2$1*
&@32)&(D*W&)*721)*!+,%&-1*&-*5#-9T1$1(&8*%I*&-92(&8*%&*1&@1&*)&*
7Z%&*I*%"$7#:&D*É-&*6&77&*d%"+32')&*!&*a(#7&(h*)&*3%#$-1*!&)*
4+(+7$#!&)*!&*)2-*7#($*&1*92-)$!U(&*0'&*9&11&*>$)12$(&*&)1*'-*
3(+1&@1&*32'(*-&*3#)*1(#;#$%%&(D*H-*(+#%$1+8*'-*72$)*#3(U)*%&*ee*
septembre, l’atelier de David Kramer a été détruit par un incen-
!$&D*W&*)3&91#1&'(*-&*92--#X1*3#)*%"2($:$-&*(+&%%&*!&*%">$)12$(&8*&1*
%"#(1$)1&*)&*42'&*#$-)$*&-92(&*!&*%"#75$:'x1+*&-1(&*#'125$2:(#3>$&*
&1*,91$2-D*
["#'1(&)*,%7)*)&75%&-1*1&-$(* %&)*7Z7&)*3(232)*0'&*9&(1#$-)*
!&))$-)D*B#(*&@&73%&8*%#*;$!+2*Method Acting*d\]]\h*&1*%&*!&))$-*
Super Familiar*d\]eeh*92732(1&-1*'-&*7Z7&*)9U-&*L*'-*>277&*
d[#;$!*a(#7&(* %'$T7Z7&*!"'-*9�1+*&1*'-*3&()2--#:&* $-9#(-+*

3#(* '-* /'3&(7#-* !&* 5#-!&* !&))$-+&* !&* %"#'1(&h* &73%2$&* !&)*
721)*$!&-1$0'&)*32'(*#--2-9&(*I*)#*6&77&*0'"$%*#*&'*'-&*$!+&*
0'$*;#*9>#-:&(*%&'(*;$&D*A277&*!#-)*%&)*1(#;#'@*)'(*3#3$&(8*'-*
)'4&1*&)1*(&1(#;#$%%+*I*3%')$&'()*(&3($)&)D*R9$8*%&*!&))$-*)'$1*%#*;$!+28*
)$:-&*!&*9&*0'&*%&)*!&'@*7+!$#)*)2-1*32'(*[#;$!*a(#7&(*$-1$7&-
ment entremêlés. 

W&*1(#;#$%*!&*[#;$!*a(#7&(*)'(*%&)*!+92()*-&*)&*%$7$1&*3#)*I*!&)*
(+#%$)#1$2-)* ,%7+&)D* R%* 92-l2$1* #'))$* !&)* &-;$(2--&7&-1)* _*0'$*
apparaissent  ponctuellement  dans  des  dessins –,  comme pour 
P*&-9#!(&(*Q*)&)* $7#:&)D*n*3(232)*!'*725$%$&(*&-* 6#'@*1(2-9)*
d’arbres  d’Outsizing  the  Downsize :  Big  Log  Seating  Arrangement 
d\]]^h8*$%*&@3%$0'&*#;&9*$(2-$&*0'"&-*!&>2()*!'*6#$1*0'&*%#*)9'%3-
ture l’a toujours intéressé, ces constructions lui permettent de 
posséder les meubles modernistes qu’il n’a jamais eu les moyens 
!"#9>&1&(D*R%*#*#'))$*(+#%$)+*!&)*7'()*!&*3$&((&)*#33#(&-1&)M*&-*
3#3$&(*7Ä9>+*&1*#'@*92'%&'()* $73&(1$-&77&-1*;$;&)8* )K752%&*
détourné d’une certaine réussite sociale. Des canapés sont par-
62$)* $-)1#%%+)*!&;#-1*'-&*9>&7$-+&*6#91$9&*&-12'(+&*!&*!&))$-)8*
$-;$1#-1* %&* )3&91#1&'(* I* )"#))&2$(D* W&)* $-)1#%%#1$2-)* )"$-)9($;&-1*
!#-)*%#*7Z7&*;&$-&D*É-*92'))$-*0'$*(&3(&-!*%#*62(7&*!&*%"F1#1*!&*
A#%$62(-$&*)&(1*!&*9#-#3+*32'(*92-1&73%&(*)&)*!&))$-)8*9277&*
)$*W2)*b-:&%&)*(&:#(!#$1*G&`*k2(YD*É-&*$-)1#%%#1$2-*!#1#-1*!&*

\]]u*3(+)&-1&*!&)*52'1&$%%&)*!&*5$U(&*;$!&)*32)+&)*I*7Z7&*%&*
)2%8*+9%#$(+&)*3#(*!&)*-+2-)*62(7#-1*%&)*721)*Hi Life 11D*W&*!&))$-*
Poolside*d\]]^h 12*1(#!'$1*'-*+1#1*!"&)3($1*)$7$%#$(&*L*P*<"#;#$)*%">#5$-
1'!&*!&*7&*3%#$-!(&8*!"#;2$(*%"$73(&))$2-*0'"$%*K*#;#$1*'-&*:(#-!&*
6Z1&*I* %#0'&%%&* 4&*-&*)&(#$)* 4#7#$)* $-;$1+M*b'42'(!">'$* 4"&)3U(&*
)&'%&7&-1*0'"&%%&*-"&)1*3#)*9273%U1&7&-1*,-$&*Q8*!$1*'-&*5#$-
:-&')&*&-*5$Y$-$D*A"&)1*&-92(&*32'(*#33(29>&(*%"&)1>+1$0'&*3'5%$-
9$1#$(&*&1*%#*)+!'91$2-*0'"&%%&*;+>$9'%&*0'&*[#;$!*a(#7&(*!+3%2$&*
!&)*+9%#$(#:&)*!#-)*)&)*$-)1#%%#1$2-)D*

W&)* !&))$-)* !&* [#;$!* a(#7&(* 92-)1$1'&-1* '-* 42'(-#%* #'* %2-:*
92'()*!&*)2-*&@$)1&-9&8*!&*)&)*(+S&@$2-)*)'(*%#*-#1'(&*>'7#$-&8*
)&)*1(#;&()8*7#$)*#'))$*3#(62$)*)&)*0'#%$1+)8*)'(*%&)*!2'1&)*&1*%&)*
#-:2$))&)*!"'-*#(1$)1&*-&`TK2(Y#$)*!'*XX

e*)$U9%&D*/2')*'-*>'72'(*
92((2)$68*)2-*1(#;#$%*!+;2$%&*'-&*&@1(Z7&*)&-)$5$%$1+*&1*'-&*6(#-
:$%$1+*;$5(#-1&D*/&)*1(#;#'@*#'@*62(7&)*7'%1$3%&)*)2-1*#'1#-1*!&*
dessins sortis de leur cadre.

[#;$!*a(#7&(*&)1*-+*&-*e^gj*I*G&`*k2(Y8*2z*$%*;$1*&1*1(#;#$%%&D

Venue and Stockings. 2011. Encre et eau de Javel sur papier. 70 × 55 cmPerfect Couple. 2011. Encre et eau de Javel sur papier. 55 × 45 cm

006"2("B5&=" =*+C&3*5"A5==5"5FB*5??3%("B+*"&(" $3==U*+$"@"H%(e%&*" $+"435"L!"R+3?!"5("
anglais, elle partage la sonorité de high life!"%&"@"H5$$5"435"L!"K&3"5?="U)+$5R5(="&(5"
R+*K&5"C5"H3J*5"t7C$�u6
12. Poolside, 2009.

102DAVID KRAMER |  Anaël Pigeat

Straight to the Top. 2010. Crayon sur papier. 50 × 56 cm
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E$&-* 0'&* [#;$!* a(#7&(* '1$%$)&* )#* 3(23(&* ;$&8* )&)* -+;(2)&)8* )#*
32)$1$2-*!"#(1$)1&*9277&*7#1$U(&*!&*)2-*N';(&8*2-*-&*)#$1*4#7#$)*
;(#$7&-1*)$*)2-*(+9$1*&)1*(+&%%&7&-1*#'125$2:(#3>$0'&D*A&*-"&)1*
d’ailleurs pas toujours  l’artiste qui prend  la parole, mais plutôt 
%&)*3&()2--#:&)D*W&)*721)*-&*)2-1*3#)*$-)9($1)*!#-)*!&)*5'%%&)*!&*
5#-!&*!&))$-+&*_*9&1*'-$;&()*%'$*&)1*#))&C*+1(#-:&(*_8*7#$)*S211&-1*
)'(*%#*3#:&8*9277&*)"$%)*!$#%2:'#$&-1*#;&9*%&*!&))$-8*I*%#*7#-$U(&*
!'* P*92'(#-1* !&* 92-)9$&-9&*Q* 9>&C* q$(:$-$#* Ü22%6M* 7Ä1$-+*
!">'72'(*4'$6*-&`TK2(Y#$)8*&-1(&*($(&8*1(#:+!$&*&1*7+%#-92%$&D

B&(62(7&(*%"+9($1'(&

b-$7+*3#(*%"'(:&-9&*0'$*%&*92-!'$1*I*+9($(&*&1*I*!&))$-&(8*[#;$!*
a(#7&(*#*1(U)*-#1'(&%%&7&-1*9277&-9+*I*'1$%$)&(*%&*9$-+7#*&1*%#*
;$!+2D*/&%2-*%'$8*%&)*721)*&1*%&)*1(#$1)*-&*%'$*3&(7&11#$&-1*3#)*%#*
même acuité que la caméra, dans la description des sentiments.  
R%* #* !"#52(!* (+#%$)+* !&)* 3&(62(7#-9&)* #'* 92'()* !&)0'&%%&)* $%*
%$)#$1*)&)*1&@1&)*I*>#'1&*;2$@8*7#$)*!2-1* $%*(&)1#$1* $-)#1$)6#$1D*/&)*
-2';&%%&)*$7#:&)*&-*72';&7&-1*62(7&-1*'-&*écriture performée, 
aussi spontanée que celle que l’on trouve dans ses dessins.
Age Old Story*d\]]uh*&)1*#$-)$*!&;&-'*'-*,%7*3#(9&*0'&*%&*!&))$-*
-"&@3($7#$1* 3#)* #))&C* %#* 9('!$1+* !"'-&* !+9&31$2-* #7$9#%&* &-1(&*
#(1$)1&)D*J2'(-+*&-*)'3&(T>'$1*-2$(*&1*5%#-98*9&*3&1$1*,%7*!2-1*
%&* )9+-#($2* (&32)&* )'(* '-* )2';&-$(* )"$-)3$(&* !&* E')1&(* a&#12-*
2'*!&*A>#(%$&*A>#3%$-D*É-*3#))#:&*(&3(&-!*7Z7&* %#* )9U-&*2z*
A>#(%21* 6#$1*!#-)&(*!&)*3&1$1)*3#$-)*!#-)  La  Ruée  vers  l’or. Des 
9#(12-)*)&*)'99U!&-1*&-1(&*%&)*)9U-&)*9277&*%&)*1&@1&)*42'@1&-1*
%&)*$7#:&)*&1*%&)*#99273#:-&-1*!#-)*%&)*!&))$-)D*["'-&*!(�%&($&*
9('&%%&8* %&* ,%7* (&%#1&* %">$)12$(&* !"'-* 3&$-1(&* 7#'!$18* !"'-* #'1(&*

#(1$)1&*_*#7$*!&*4&'-&))&*!'*3(+9+!&-1*_*I*0'$*%#*9>#-9&*#332(1&*
%#*:%2$(&8*!"'-*9($1$0'&*&-*;'&*&1*!"'-&*7+9U-&*!&)*#(1)D*/2')*%&*
927$0'&*!&)*)$1'#1$2-)8*%&)*)&-1$7&-1)*!&*1(#>$)2-*&1*!&*5%&))'(&*
sont brûlants. 
De même,  la  vidéo Asshole* d\]]\h* &@3($7&8* #;&9* '-&* :(#-!&*
précision, le sentiment d’abattement mêlé de culpabilité qu’il y 
#*I*+3(2';&(*'-*!+)&)32$(*3&()2--&%*6#9&*I*'-&*1(#:+!$&*-#1$2-
-#%&D*É-*#(1$)1&*d%'$T7Z7&h*#--2-9&*%#*!&)1('91$2-*#99$!&-1&%%&*
!&*)2-*N';(&*!#-)*'-&* %&11(&*#!(&))+&*I*'-*7')+&*2z* $%*!2$1*
&@32)&(D*W&)*721)*!+,%&-1*&-*5#-9T1$1(&8*%I*&-92(&8*%&*1&@1&*)&*
7Z%&*I*%"$7#:&D*É-&*6&77&*d%"+32')&*!&*a(#7&(h*)&*3%#$-1*!&)*
4+(+7$#!&)*!&*)2-*7#($*&1*92-)$!U(&*0'&*9&11&*>$)12$(&*&)1*'-*
3(+1&@1&*32'(*-&*3#)*1(#;#$%%&(D*H-*(+#%$1+8*'-*72$)*#3(U)*%&*ee*
septembre, l’atelier de David Kramer a été détruit par un incen-
!$&D*W&*)3&91#1&'(*-&*92--#X1*3#)*%"2($:$-&*(+&%%&*!&*%">$)12$(&8*&1*
%"#(1$)1&*)&*42'&*#$-)$*&-92(&*!&*%"#75$:'x1+*&-1(&*#'125$2:(#3>$&*
&1*,91$2-D*
["#'1(&)*,%7)*)&75%&-1*1&-$(* %&)*7Z7&)*3(232)*0'&*9&(1#$-)*
!&))$-)D*B#(*&@&73%&8*%#*;$!+2*Method Acting*d\]]\h*&1*%&*!&))$-*
Super Familiar*d\]eeh*92732(1&-1*'-&*7Z7&*)9U-&*L*'-*>277&*
d[#;$!*a(#7&(* %'$T7Z7&*!"'-*9�1+*&1*'-*3&()2--#:&* $-9#(-+*

3#(* '-* /'3&(7#-* !&* 5#-!&* !&))$-+&* !&* %"#'1(&h* &73%2$&* !&)*
721)*$!&-1$0'&)*32'(*#--2-9&(*I*)#*6&77&*0'"$%*#*&'*'-&*$!+&*
0'$*;#*9>#-:&(*%&'(*;$&D*A277&*!#-)*%&)*1(#;#'@*)'(*3#3$&(8*'-*
)'4&1*&)1*(&1(#;#$%%+*I*3%')$&'()*(&3($)&)D*R9$8*%&*!&))$-*)'$1*%#*;$!+28*
)$:-&*!&*9&*0'&*%&)*!&'@*7+!$#)*)2-1*32'(*[#;$!*a(#7&(*$-1$7&-
ment entremêlés. 

W&*1(#;#$%*!&*[#;$!*a(#7&(*)'(*%&)*!+92()*-&*)&*%$7$1&*3#)*I*!&)*
(+#%$)#1$2-)* ,%7+&)D* R%* 92-l2$1* #'))$* !&)* &-;$(2--&7&-1)* _*0'$*
apparaissent  ponctuellement  dans  des  dessins –,  comme pour 
P*&-9#!(&(*Q*)&)* $7#:&)D*n*3(232)*!'*725$%$&(*&-* 6#'@*1(2-9)*
d’arbres  d’Outsizing  the  Downsize :  Big  Log  Seating  Arrangement 
d\]]^h8*$%*&@3%$0'&*#;&9*$(2-$&*0'"&-*!&>2()*!'*6#$1*0'&*%#*)9'%3-
ture l’a toujours intéressé, ces constructions lui permettent de 
posséder les meubles modernistes qu’il n’a jamais eu les moyens 
!"#9>&1&(D*R%*#*#'))$*(+#%$)+*!&)*7'()*!&*3$&((&)*#33#(&-1&)M*&-*
3#3$&(*7Ä9>+*&1*#'@*92'%&'()* $73&(1$-&77&-1*;$;&)8* )K752%&*
détourné d’une certaine réussite sociale. Des canapés sont par-
62$)* $-)1#%%+)*!&;#-1*'-&*9>&7$-+&*6#91$9&*&-12'(+&*!&*!&))$-)8*
$-;$1#-1* %&* )3&91#1&'(* I* )"#))&2$(D* W&)* $-)1#%%#1$2-)* )"$-)9($;&-1*
!#-)*%#*7Z7&*;&$-&D*É-*92'))$-*0'$*(&3(&-!*%#*62(7&*!&*%"F1#1*!&*
A#%$62(-$&*)&(1*!&*9#-#3+*32'(*92-1&73%&(*)&)*!&))$-)8*9277&*
)$*W2)*b-:&%&)*(&:#(!#$1*G&`*k2(YD*É-&*$-)1#%%#1$2-*!#1#-1*!&*

\]]u*3(+)&-1&*!&)*52'1&$%%&)*!&*5$U(&*;$!&)*32)+&)*I*7Z7&*%&*
)2%8*+9%#$(+&)*3#(*!&)*-+2-)*62(7#-1*%&)*721)*Hi Life 11D*W&*!&))$-*
Poolside*d\]]^h 12*1(#!'$1*'-*+1#1*!"&)3($1*)$7$%#$(&*L*P*<"#;#$)*%">#5$-
1'!&*!&*7&*3%#$-!(&8*!"#;2$(*%"$73(&))$2-*0'"$%*K*#;#$1*'-&*:(#-!&*
6Z1&*I* %#0'&%%&* 4&*-&*)&(#$)* 4#7#$)* $-;$1+M*b'42'(!">'$* 4"&)3U(&*
)&'%&7&-1*0'"&%%&*-"&)1*3#)*9273%U1&7&-1*,-$&*Q8*!$1*'-&*5#$-
:-&')&*&-*5$Y$-$D*A"&)1*&-92(&*32'(*#33(29>&(*%"&)1>+1$0'&*3'5%$-
9$1#$(&*&1*%#*)+!'91$2-*0'"&%%&*;+>$9'%&*0'&*[#;$!*a(#7&(*!+3%2$&*
!&)*+9%#$(#:&)*!#-)*)&)*$-)1#%%#1$2-)D*

W&)* !&))$-)* !&* [#;$!* a(#7&(* 92-)1$1'&-1* '-* 42'(-#%* #'* %2-:*
92'()*!&*)2-*&@$)1&-9&8*!&*)&)*(+S&@$2-)*)'(*%#*-#1'(&*>'7#$-&8*
)&)*1(#;&()8*7#$)*#'))$*3#(62$)*)&)*0'#%$1+)8*)'(*%&)*!2'1&)*&1*%&)*
#-:2$))&)*!"'-*#(1$)1&*-&`TK2(Y#$)*!'*XX

e*)$U9%&D*/2')*'-*>'72'(*
92((2)$68*)2-*1(#;#$%*!+;2$%&*'-&*&@1(Z7&*)&-)$5$%$1+*&1*'-&*6(#-
:$%$1+*;$5(#-1&D*/&)*1(#;#'@*#'@*62(7&)*7'%1$3%&)*)2-1*#'1#-1*!&*
dessins sortis de leur cadre.

[#;$!*a(#7&(*&)1*-+*&-*e^gj*I*G&`*k2(Y8*2z*$%*;$1*&1*1(#;#$%%&D

Venue and Stockings. 2011. Encre et eau de Javel sur papier. 70 × 55 cmPerfect Couple. 2011. Encre et eau de Javel sur papier. 55 × 45 cm

006"2("B5&=" =*+C&3*5"A5==5"5FB*5??3%("B+*"&(" $3==U*+$"@"H%(e%&*" $+"435"L!"R+3?!"5("
anglais, elle partage la sonorité de high life!"%&"@"H5$$5"435"L!"K&3"5?="U)+$5R5(="&(5"
R+*K&5"C5"H3J*5"t7C$�u6
12. Poolside, 2009.
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Straight to the Top. 2010. Crayon sur papier. 50 × 56 cm
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David Kramer’s Snake Oil (2008)

David Kramer
untitled
2008

David Kramer

Homeland Security
2008

THINGS FALL APART
by Charlie Finch
  
In the tradition of Kenneth Patchen’s Sleepers Awake and Ray
Johnson’s Snake, David Kramer makes books that double as his art.
Long dubbed "The Mayor of Williamsburg" by his fellow Brooklyn artists,
Kramer combines sexy postcard paintings of lovers in cars, canoes and
hot tubs with shaggy dog texts documenting his own true reality:
disappointment and dashed hopes.

As Kramer puts is in his new book-artwork Snake Oil, "I am
desperately trying to hang onto my romantic notion of life, but I am
afraid that all that does is make me seem more and more creepy." The
snake oil, the romantic promise of every Beatles hit and Sinatra croon,
seeps through each hour of Kramer’s desperate middle age, not just his
love life.

In one of the book’s texts, an artist friend comes to New York, tries to
make it big, and fails, then tells Kramer, "New York decided it doesn’t
want US. WE took our best shot, but it wasn’t what they wanted."

To which Kramer replies, "Hey, don’t include ME in your stupid
synopsis. I like it here. I was born here. Go home! Take your stupid
ball with you!"

In another of Snake Oil’s vignettes, Kramer tries to get his dyslexic son
into a special school. He sits down with the school’s admissions officer.
Trying to make an analogy about adapting, she tells Kramer, "Let’s say
you are an artist who paints landscapes with blue skies. Someone
comes to your studio and says,’ If you paint purple skies, I can sell
your painting and the buyer will tell his friends who will also buy purple
sky paintings’." Kramer remarks, "I told this woman I was, in fact, an
artist and I would tell that person to get the fuck out of my studio."

Then he continues, "I surprised myself. The truth is that I would grow a
ponytail if a curator would put me in a particular show. All I really
succeeded in was getting my son rejected at a school I couldn’t afford
to send him to anyway."

Kramer’s images, a gun and a bottle of Jack Daniels labeled "Homeland
Security," the artist in a flannel shirt wielding an axe, lovers snuggling
at the drive-in, reek of the bleeding colors you see in the paintings of
Stephen Lack, Kathe Burckhardt and Richard Prince. I never get tired of
this style, entropy in paint with a neurotic twist, and Kramer is one of
its better practitioners.

Also, looking in the mirror, I see the worldviews of Kramer and myself
merging on that boathouse over the River Styx. Should you empathize,
tattered dreamer, order Snake Oil at dkramer5000@juno.com.

CHARLIE FINCH is co-author of Most Art Sucks: Five Years of Coagula
(Smart Art Press).


